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HP Executive Black Leather
15.6 Top Load

Comfortably carry the world on your shoulders
Protect your bag’s contents while you’re mobile with the
compact, stylish HP Executive 15.6’’ Black Leather Top Load1,2,
which has a lockable3, double-teeth zippered notebook
compartment, secure RFID pocket for your ID, and a discrete
pocket for an optional tracking device.4
Seriously Secure
Arm yourself against electronic pick-pocketing with the RFID-shielded pocket. Deter tampering
and access to your notebook with the lockable3 double-teeth zipper.
Never lose your bag again
Keep track of your bag and belongings with an optional tracking device4, which fits neatly into a
discrete pocket and enables device tracking from your phone through a Bluetooth® connection.
Small size, big storage
Carry your notebook2 up to 15.6” diagonal, tablet, phone, papers, and more with a padded
compartment and plenty of pockets in a surprisingly small design. The top zip closure and
exterior pocket give you easy access to the items you use most.
1. Case is composed of 78% Top grain leather and 22% PU. Nylon interior, PU
trim, web shoulder strap.
2. Fits 15.6” diagonal screen notebooks up to a thickness of 1” (25 mm).
3. Lock sold separately.
4. Tracking device sold separately and requires Android™ or iPhone® and
Bluetooth®.

Comfort is key
Throw the bag across your chest to keep your hands free, or carry by hand with the double
handles. Commuting and traveling are easier than ever with a luggage pass-through that fits
over the handle of most rolling suitcases.
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Specifications

HP Executive Black Leather 15.6 Top Load
Model number

1LG83AA

Dimensions

17.3 x 11.4 x 2.6 in (44 x 29 x 6.5 cm)

Weight

2.90 lb (1.32 kg)
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